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Yun chujiu took out some food from her storage ring and the two of them began to eat dinner. 

 

 

Some small-sized demon beasts were poking their heads around the edge of the swamp. Yun chujiu 

really wanted to kill two of them so that she could complete the mission. However, when she thought of 

the consequences of waking up the poisonous frogs in the Netherworld Swamp, this guy became timid. 

 

 

“Miss Chujiu, you should rest. I will be in charge of guarding.”After eating dinner, you chi said to Yun 

Chujiu. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu did not stand on ceremony. She took out a blanket and spread it on the ground. She lay on it 

and fell asleep soundly. 

 

 

The corner of You Chi’s eyes twitched. There was no one else with such a big heart! She did not even 

think about it. What if the poisonous frog in the Netherworld Swamp went back on its word tomorrow? 

Then all her previous efforts would be wasted! 

 

 

The next morning, Yun Chujiu opened her eyes in a refreshed manner. She shouted into the deep pit, 

“Master golden toad! It’s time to start work! Your glorious journey is about to turn a new page!” 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog jumped out of the deep pit and croaked excitedly, motioning 

for Yun Chujiu and you chi to jump onto its back. 



 

 

You Chi’s mouth twitched. It seemed that his worries were completely unnecessary. This netherworld 

swamp poisonous frog had been eaten by Miss Chujiu. It was impossible for it to go back on its words. 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu and you chi sat on the back of the Netherworld swamp poisonous frog, the netherworld 

swamp poisonous frog crawled into the swamp and began to search for its target. 

 

 

Yun chujiu continued to tell the story of the golden toad. Of course, it was all made up. However, the 

poisonous frog in the netherworld swamp listened with rapt attention. It felt that the story was simply 

too good! 

 

 

Yun chujiu fooled the poisonous frog in the Netherworld swamp into killing two more demon beasts. 

She thought happily in her heart that the mission was successfully completed! 

 

 

Yun chujiu looked at the time. There were still four hours before the array was closed. As long as she 

fooled the poisonous frog in the Netherworld Swamp for more than two hours, everything would be 

fine. 
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You Chi was also slightly relieved. Although it was a little dangerous, he had finally completed the 

mission. Miss Chujiu would not be eliminated. 

 

 



At this moment, the netherworld swamp poisonous frog suddenly changed its direction and fled quickly. 

You Chi almost fell down, but fortunately, Yun chujiu stopped him. 

 

 

What was going on? 

 

 

Yun chujiu turned around to look and saw that the mud in the distance was churning violently. Could it 

be that the netherworld swamp poisonous frog’s sworn enemy had come? 

 

 

A loud roar came from afar. When Yun Chujiu saw the demonic beast clearly, she couldn’t help but feel a 

chill in her heart. It was actually a level 25 single-horned mud flood dragon. 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog was a level 23 demonic beast. It was two levels lower than this 

single-horned mud flood dragon, so it was definitely not its match. 

 

 

Yun chujiu rolled her eyes. Right now, we and the Netherworld swamp poisonous frog were like ants on 

the same rope. We had to face the outside world together. However, even if the three of us joined 

forces, we probably wouldn’t be a match for this single-horned mud flood dragon. 

 

 

If we were on land, I naturally wouldn’t be afraid of this thing. However, we were currently in the 

swamp. Secondly, we had to hide our strength. Most importantly, we could only use the netherworld 

sword technique and the azure falling sword technique, it would be extremely difficult to kill this horned 

mud dragon. 

 



 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes. She had an idea in her mind and shouted, “Lord Golden toad, quick, run 

towards your cave!” 

 

 

The poisonous frog in the Netherworld Swamp was running for its life and was in a daze. When it heard 

Yun Chujiu’s words, it seemed to have grabbed onto a life-saving straw. It turned around and ran toward 

the cave. 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon was chasing closely behind. Yun chujiu shouted at the top of her voice, 

“Little Loach, what do you see behind you? It seems to be a dragon!” 

 

 

The single-horned mud dragon subconsciously turned around and looked back. Naturally, there was 

nothing. It was so angry that it roared and continued to chase. 


